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autobiography and part social history, Notes from
Preparing World Heritage Nominations 2011

the Hyena's Belly offers an unforgettable portrait

Notes from the Hyena's Belly Nega Mezlekia

of Ethiopia, and of Africa, during the defining and

2015-04-07 In this acclaimed memoir, Mezlekia

turbulent years of the last century.

recalls his boyhood in the arid city of Jijiga,

Memoirs, tr. from the French Louis XIV (king of

Ethiopia, and his journey to manhood during the

France.) 1806

1970s and 1980s. He traces his personal

Socialist and Post-Socialist Urbanisms Lisa B.W.

evolution from child to soldier--forced at the age

Drummond 2020-03-03 Considering the

of eighteen to join a guerrilla army. And he

endurance of socialist spaces in contemporary,

describes the hardships that consumed Ethiopia

political, and cultural environments, this book

after the fall of Emperor Haile Selassie and the

investigates key aspects of socialist urbanism.

rise to power of the communist junta, in whose

Windows on CLIL Anne Maljers 2007

terror thousands of Ethiopians died. Part

Brody: A Galician Border City in the Long
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Nineteenth Century Börries Kuzmany 2017-01-12

challenges this centre-periphery perspective.

Brody: A Galician Border City in the Long

Rather than being a mere imposition from above,

Nineteenth Century reconciles Brody’s

Making Ukraine Soviet reveals how the process

socioeconomic history with its cultural memory. It

of cultural sovietisation in Ukraine during the

is the first comprehensive study of this city under

interwar years developed from a synthesis of

Habsburg-Austrian rule (1772–1914) and it

different – and often conflicting – cultural projects

includes all ethno-confessional groups during this

both local and Muscovite in orientation. Engaging

period—Jews, Poles, and Ukrainians.

with a wide range of primary and secondary

Making Ukraine Soviet Olena Palko 2020-11-26

sources, including literary and archival material,

While most studies of Soviet culture assume a

Palko grounds her argument in the cases of two

model of diffusion, according to which Soviet

celebrated and controversial Ukrainian artists: the

republics imitated the artistic trends and

poet Pavlo Tychyna and prosaist Mykola

innovations born in Moscow, Olena Palko adroitly

Khyl'ovyi. Through this unique biographical lens,
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Palko's skilled analysis of cultural construction

explains key concepts such as social context and

sheds fresh light on the complex process of

cultural authenticity, using insights from fields

establishing and consolidating the Soviet regime

which includes linguistics, sociology, and

in Ukraine. In doing so, Palko offers a timely re-

anthropology.

assessment of the Russo-Ukrainian conflict and

Polish Society 1970

adds nuance to current debates on the

A History of East European Jews Heiko Haumann

relationship between national identity, the arts,

2002-01-01 The origins and life of East European

and the Soviet state.

Jewry took on new historical and political

Karl-Marx-Allee and Interbau 1957 Prof. Dr. Jörg

importance after the Holocaust. In Poland alone

Haspel 2019

99 per cent of Polish Jews three million in all

Language and Culture Claire Kramsch

were killed; Yiddish as a spoken language more

1998-08-20 This work investigates the close

or less disappeared. This volume presents a

relationship between language and culture. It

history of East European Jewry from its
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beginnings to the period after the Holocaust. It

Services Division 1984

gives an overview of the demographic, political,

Small Towns in Early Modern Europe Peter Clark

socioeconomic, religious and cultural conditions of

2002-05-09 The first major work in English to give

Jewish communities in Poland, Russia, Bohemia

a pan-European perspective on the changing role

and Moravia. Interesting themes include the story

of small towns from the fifteenth to the nineteenth

of early settlers, the 'Golden Age', the influence of

century.

the Kabbalah and Hasidism. Vivid portraits of

Russian Empire Jane Burbank 2007 Presents a

Jewish family life and religious customs make the

new conception of the Russian empire

book enjoyable to read.

The Rise and Fall of Belarusian Nationalism,

Soviet Bibliography United States. Department of

1906–1931 Per Anders Rudling 2015-01-15

State. Library Division 1951

Modern Belarusian nationalism emerged in the

Accessions List Environmental Science

early twentieth century during a dramatic period

Information Center. Library and Information

that included a mass exodus, multiple
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occupations, seven years of warfare, and the

Belarusian Soviet Socialist Republic (BSSR).

partition of the Belarusian lands. In this original

Belarusian statehood was declared no less than

history, Per Anders Rudling traces the evolution

six times between 1918 and 1920. In 1921, the

of modern Belarusian nationalism from its origins

treaty of Riga officially divided the Belarusian

in late imperial Russia to the early 1930s. The

lands between Poland and the Soviet Union.

revolution of 1905 opened a window of

Polish authorities subjected Western Belarus to

opportunity, and debates swirled around

policies of assimilation, alienating much of the

definitions of ethnic, racial, or cultural belonging.

population. At the same time, the Soviet

By March of 1918, a small group of nationalists

establishment of Belarusian-language cultural and

had declared the formation of a Belarusian

educational institutions in Eastern Belarus

People’s Republic (BNR), with territories based

stimulated national activism in Western Belarus.

on ethnographic claims. Less than a year later,

Sporadic partisan warfare against Polish

the Soviets claimed roughly the same area for a

authorities occurred until the mid-1920s, with
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Lithuanian and Soviet support. On both sides of

German, Lithuanian, Polish, and Soviet sponsors

the border, Belarusian activists engaged in a

since 1915. The geopolitical rivalry provided

process of mythmaking and national mobilization.

opportunities, but also liabilities. After 1926,

By 1926, Belarusian political activism had

maneuvering this complex and progressively

peaked, but then waned when coups d’états

hostile landscape became difficult. Support from

brought authoritarian rule to Poland and

Kaunas and Moscow for the Western Belarusian

Lithuania. The year 1927 saw a crackdown on

nationalists attracted the interest of the Polish

the Western Belarusian national movement, and

authorities, and the increasingly autonomous

in Eastern Belarus, Stalin’s consolidation of

republican institutions in Minsk became a concern

power led to a brutal transformation of society

for the central government in the Kremlin. As

and the uprooting of Belarusian national

Rudling shows, Belarus was a historic

communists. As a small group of elites,

battleground that served as a political tool,

Belarusian nationalists had been dependent on

borderland, and buffer zone between greater
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powers. Nationalism arrived late, was limited to a

were also touched by the changes. This book

relatively small elite, and was suppressed in its

analyzes Western European social reaction to the

early stages. The tumultuous process, however,

Independent Self-governing Trade Union

established the idea of Belarusian statehood, left

Solidarnosc, Revealing how many unionists

behind a modern foundation myth, and

hesitated between dZtente and workers' rights,

bequeathed the institutional framework of a proto-

between Atlantic cold warriors and European

state, all of which resurfaced as building blocks

cooperation. It provides new insights relevant to

for national consolidation when Belarus gained

historians dealing with the Cold War, Labor, and

independence in 1991.

European integration.

Solidarity with Solidarity Idesbald Goddeeris

Outlines of an International Code David Dudley

2012-07-10 The Polish crisis in the early 1980s

Field 1872

provoked a great deal of reaction in the West.

Lirenka Teofil LENARTOWICZ 1855

Not only governments, but social movements

Religion and Nationality in Western Ukraine John-
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Paul Himka 1999 Delves into recently declassified

Probability and Statistics with Applications: A

Soviet archival material to examine the Greek

Problem Solving Text Leonard Asimow, Ph.D.,

Catholic Church and the national movement in

ASA 2015-06-30 This text is listed on the Course

Galacia in the late 19th century, focusing on the

of Reading for SOA Exam P. Probability and

way differing concepts of Rutherian nationality

Statistics with Applications is an introductory

affected the perception and course of church

textbook designed to make the subject accessible

affairs. Examines the influence of local

to college freshmen and sophomores concurrent

ecclesiastical matters on the development and

with Calc II and III, with a prerequisite of just one

acceptance of divergent concepts of nationality,

smester of calculus. It is organized specifically to

and explains implications and complications of the

meet the needs of students who are preparing for

Greek Catholic Church's struggle to maintain it

the Society of Actuaries qualifying Examination P

distinctive rites and customs. Annotation

and Casualty Actuarial Society's new Exam S.

copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Sample actuarial exam problems are integrated
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throughout the text along with an abundance of

Exam P early in their college careersMay be used

illustrative examples and 870 exercises. The book

concurrently with calculus coursesNew or

provides the content to serve as the primary text

rewritten sections cover topics such as discrete

for a standard two-semester advanced

and continuous mixture distributions, non-

undergraduate course in mathematical probability

homogeneous Poisson processes, conjugate

and statistics. 2nd Edition Highlights Expansion of

pairs in Bayesian estimation, statistical

statistics portion to cover CAS ST and all of the

sufficiency, non-parametric statistics, and other

statistics portion of CAS SAbundance of

topics also relevant to SOA Exam C.

examples and sample exam problems for both

Current List of Medical Literature 1952-07

Exams SOA P and CAS SCombines best

Includes section, "Recent book acquisitions"

attributes of a solid text and an actuarial exam

(varies: Recent United States publications)

study manual in one volumeWidely used by

formerly published separately by the U.S. Army

college freshmen and sophomores to pass SOA

Medical Library.
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East European Accessions Index 1958

dealt with growing Czech political and economic

Under the Sign of the Scorpion Jüri Lina 1998

strength in the city and with their own sharp

Propaganda in Revolutionary Ukraine Stephen

numerical decline: in the 1910 census only seven

Velychenko 2019-11-08 This book is a survey of

percent of the metropolitan population claimed

domestic governmental and party printed

that they spoke primarily German. The study uses

propaganda in revolutionary Ukraine. It is based

census returns, extensive police and bureaucratic

on an illustrative sample of leaflets, pamphlets,

records, newspaper accounts, and memoirs on

and cartoons published by different parties and

local social and political life to show how the

governments between 1917 and 1922.

German minority and the Czech majority

The Politics of Ethnic Survival Gary B. Cohen

developed demographically and economically in

2006 The German-speaking inhabitants of the

relation to each other and created separate social

Bohemian capital developed a group identification

and political lives for their group members. The

and defined themselves as a minority as they

study carefully traces the roles of occupation,
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class, religion, and political ideology in the

or MP3, allowing you to listen to the correct

formation of German group loyalties and social

pronunciation of essential dialogues, ideal for

solidarities.

practicing before you go or while you're there.

Rough Guide Phrasebook: Polish Rough Guides

There's even a regional pronunciation guide and

2012-02-01 The Rough Guide Polish Phrasebook

Rough Guide travel tips, so wherever you are you

is the definitive phrasebook to help you make the

can get around and speak the lingo. The Rough

most of your time in Poland. Whether you want to

Guide Polish Phrasebook has an extensive two-

book a hotel room, ask what time the train leaves

way dictionary packed with vocabulary and a

or buy a drink from the bar, this new phrasebook

helpful menu and drinks list reader, perfect for

has a dictionary of over 5,000 words and will help

choosing the right dish in any restaurant. With

you communicate with the locals in no time. The

this phrasebook you'll never run out of things to

free audio downloads, recorded by native Polish

say! Make the most of your trip to Poland with

speakers, can be downloaded to your computer

The Rough Guide Polish Phrasebook. Now
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available in PDF format.

concessions to national aspirations. This led in

The Lost World of the "Sarmatians" Maria

1923 to the adoption of a policy of korenizatsiia

Bogucka 1996

(indigenization): official sponsorship of non-

Communism and the Dilemmas of National

Russian cultural development and active

Liberation James Earnest Mace 1983 In 1917, the

recruitment of non-Russians into the regimes of

Russian Empire disintegrated into a number of

the so-called borderlands of the empire. The

local regimes, presaging what would happen to

twenty-three million Ukrainians who found

Austria-Hungary the following year. In contrast to

themselves under Soviet rule after the defeat of

what happened in the Habsburg lands, Lenin's

the independent Ukrainian Peoples Republic

Bolsheviks, self-proclaimed anti-imperialists,

largely accepted the opportunities afforded by

managed to reconquer most of Russia's former

Ukrainization, the local version of korenizatsiia,

colonies but discovered that they could not create

and pushed it farther than any of its counterparts.

stable regimes without granting some

Many prominent émigrés returned to help develop
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their national culture and sparked a flowering of

demands in the 1920s were labelled "national

aesthetic and intellectual creativity unique in

deviationists" and cast beyond the pale, but not

Ukrainian history. Ukrainians refer to this brief

before the issues they raised engulfed the regime

period as the rozstriliane vidrodzhennia, the

in a major political crisis.

executed rebirth, because of its abrupt and violent

Upstream Virginia Evans 2012

suppression in the 1930s. Ukrainization originally

Bibliographie deutscher Übersetzungen aus den

meant active recruitment of Ukrainians into the

Sprachen der Völker der Sowjetunion und der

Communist Party and Soviet state. Soon it

Länder der Volksdemokratie 1955

became apparent that it had actually legitimized a

Teaching and Learning Grammar Jeremy Harmer

certain measure of Ukrainian aspirations within

1987

the Party itself. Ukrainian communists came to

Monthly Catalog of United States Government

demand far greater self-determination than

Publications

Moscow would tolerate. Those who made such

When Buildings Speak Anthony Alofsin 2006 The
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canonical inventors of International Style have

only images of the nation itself, but also images

long dominated studies of modern European

of other peoples. Although the construction of

architecture. But in this text, Anthony Alofsin

ethnic stereotypes during the "long" nineteenth

broadens this scope by exploring the rich yet

century initially had other functions than simply

overlooked architecture of the late Austro-

the homogenization of the particular culture and

Hungarian Empire and its successor states.

the exclusion of "others" from the public sphere,

The Cosmological Principles Konrad Rudnicki

the evaluation of peoples according to criteria that

1995

included "level of civilization" yielded "rankings" of

Creating the Other Nancy M. Wingfield 2003 The

ethnic groups within the Habsburg Monarchy.

historic myths of a people/nation usually play an

That provided the basis for later, more divisive

important role in the creation and consolidation of

ethnic characterizations of exclusive nationalism,

the basic concepts from which the self-image of

as addressed in this volume that examines the

that nation derives. These concepts include not

roots and results of ethnic, nationalist, and racial
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conflict in the region from a variety of historical

Muslim intelligentsia that emerged in the Soviet

and theoretical perspectives.

context through the interstices of the complex

Making Uzbekistan Adeeb Khalid 2015-12-21 In

politics of the period. Making Uzbekistan

Making Uzbekistan, Adeeb Khalid chronicles the

introduces key texts from this period and argues

tumultuous history of Central Asia in the age of

that what the decade witnessed was nothing short

the Russian revolution. He explores the complex

of a cultural revolution.

interaction between Uzbek intellectuals, local

A Biography of No Place Kate BROWN

Bolsheviks, and Moscow to sketch out the flux of

2009-06-30 This is a biography of a borderland

the situation in early-Soviet Central Asia. His

between Russia and Poland, a region where, in

focus on the Uzbek intelligentsia allows him to

1925, people identified as Poles, Germans, Jews,

recast our understanding of Soviet nationalities

Ukrainians, and Russians lived side by side. Over

policies. Uzbekistan, he argues, was not a

the next three decades, this mosaic of cultures

creation of Soviet policies, but a project of the

was modernized and homogenized out of
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existence by the ruling might of the Soviet Union,

interviews that were unavailable a decade ago, A

then Nazi Germany, and finally, Polish and

Biography of No Place reveals Stalinist and Nazi

Ukrainian nationalism. By the 1950s, this "no

history from the perspective of the remote

place" emerged as a Ukrainian heartland, and the

borderlands, thus bringing the periphery to the

fertile mix of peoples that defined the region was

center of history. We are given, in short, an

destroyed. Brown's study is grounded in the life of

intimate portrait of the ethnic purification that has

the village and shtetl, in the personalities and

marked all of Europe, as well as a glimpse at the

small histories of everyday life in this area. In

margins of twentieth-century "progress." Table of

impressive detail, she documents how these

Contents: Glossary Introduction 1. Inventory 2.

regimes, bureaucratically and then violently,

Ghosts in the Bathhouse 3. Moving Pictures 4.

separated, named, and regimented this intricate

The Power to Name 5. A Diary of Deportation 6.

community into distinct ethnic groups. Drawing on

The Great Purges and the Rights of Man 7.

recently opened archives, ethnography, and oral

Deportee into Colonizer 8. Racial Hierarchies
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Epilogue: Shifting Borders, Shifting Identities

destroyed. Brown's study is grounded in the life of

Notes Archival Sources Acknowledgments Index

the village and shtetl, in the personalities and

This is a biography of a borderland between

small histories of everyday life in this area. In

Russia and Poland, a region where, in 1925,

impressive detail, she documents how these

people identified as Poles, Germans, Jews,

regimes, bureaucratically and then violently,

Ukrainians, and Russians lived side by side. Over

separated, named, and regimented this intricate

the next three decades, this mosaic of cultures

community into distinct ethnic groups. Drawing on

was modernized and homogenized out of

recently opened archives, ethnography, and oral

existence by the ruling might of the Soviet Union,

interviews that were unavailable a decade ago, A

then Nazi Germany, and finally, Polish and

Biography of No Place reveals Stalinist and Nazi

Ukrainian nationalism. By the 1950s, this "no

history from the perspective of the remote

place" emerged as a Ukrainian heartland, and the

borderlands, thus bringing the periphery to the

fertile mix of peoples that defined the region was

center of history. Brown argues that repressive
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national policies grew not out of chauvinist or

Soviet Union in the last ten years.

racist ideas, but the very instruments of modern

Historiographically fearless, Kate Brown writes

governance - the census, map, and progressive

with elegance and force, turning this history of a

social programs - first employed by Bolshevik

lost, but culturally rich borderland into a

reformers in the western borderlands. We are

compelling narrative that serves as a microcosm

given, in short, an intimate portrait of the ethnic

for understanding nation and state in the

purification that has marked all of Europe, as well

Twentieth Century. With compassion and respect

as a glimpse at the margins of twentieth century

for the diverse people who inhabited this margin

"progress." Kate Brown is Assistant Professor of

of territory between Russia and Poland, Kate

History at University of Maryland, Baltimore

Brown restores the voices, memories, and

County. A Biography of No Place is one of the

humanity of a people lost. --Lynne Viola,

most original and imaginative works of history to

Professor of History, University of Toronto

emerge in the western literature on the former

Samuel Butler and Kate Brown have something in
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common. Both have written about Erewhon with

inhabitants' frequently challenged identities and

imagination and flair. I was captivated by the

livelihoods and gives voice to their aspirations

courage and enterprise behind this book. Is there

and laments, including Poles, Ukrainians,

a way to write a history of events that do not

Germans, Jews, and Russians. A Biography of

make rational sense? Kate Brown asks. She

No Place is a provocative meditation on the

proceeds to give us a stunning answer. --Modris

meanings of periphery and center in the writing of

Eksteins, author of Rites of Spring: The Great

history. --Mark von Hagen, Professor of History,

War and the Birth of the Modern Age Kate Brown

Columbia University

tells the story of how succeeding regimes

Economic History of Europe, 1760-1939 Ernest

transformed a onetime multiethnic borderland into

Ludlow Bogart 1942

a far more ethnically homogeneous region

Face to the Village Tracy McDonald 2016-11-14

through their often murderous imperialist and

In the summer of 1924, the Bolshevik Party called

nationalist projects. She writes evocatively of the

on scholars, the police, the courts, and state
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officials to turn their attention to the villages of

nuanced study of the everyday workings of the

Russia. The subsequent campaign to 'face the

Russian village in the 1920s. Local-level officials

countryside' generated a wealth of intelligence

emerge in Tracy McDonald's study as vital and

that fed into the regime's sense of alarmed

pivotal historical actors, existing between the

conviction that the countryside was a space

Party's expectations and peasant interests.

outside Bolshevik control. Richly rooted in

McDonald's careful exposition of the relationships

archival sources, including local and central-level

between the urban centre and the peasant

secret police reports, detailed cases of the local

countryside brings us closer to understanding the

and provincial courts, government records, and

fateful decision to launch a frontal attack on the

newspaper reports, Face to the Village is a

countryside in the fall of 1929 under the auspices
of collectivization.
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